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CONNECTED CARE SOLUTIONS
WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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WHO WE ARE
SATS – we are a business solutions team,
within the Stanley Black & Decker Group
Allied to STANLEY Security and carefully chosen for our
knowledge, skill and commitment. We are responsible for
the creation of new products, new services, and driving
new business opportunities in todays transformational
digital world, via a cloud based platform.
We are not just about security, we are about, much, much
more. We aim is to equip each and every business with the
intelligence and insight to achieve what matters most to
their success, safety and efficiency. We are about providing
the best, most innovative, cost effective and hugely
transformational digital solutions. We want to enable your
business to reach its full potential, ready to compete in the
seismic shift of the digital world.

It’s bringing huge and fundamental changes to the way
we think, creating opportunities for business and
inspiring ideas previously thought of as out of reach.
It’s about creative thinking, and it’s a complete
game changer.

WHY CHOOSE STANLEY?
We are different from every other company in this area
of business. Our unique global network of certified Digital
Intelligent Response Centres have the capacity for cross
border communications to manage and control systems.

WHAT WE DO

It’s the complete networked intelligent solution, operating
24/7/365, no matter where you are. it’s the glue that binds
all other services together, leaving our customers free to
concentrate on their core business safe in the knowledge
we are looking after them, their staff and their assets.

Stanley Advanced Technology Solutions is taking a leading
role in the greatest technology evolution ever seen and
it is happening here right now.

With over 20,000 customers across Europe, STANLEY
truly has the knowledge and experience to understand
business needs across all sectors.

It’s about connectivity, machines, objects and devices,
embedded with sensors, exchanging information and
communicating together. It about making all, and anything
intelligent. It’s about thinking big.
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TECHNOLOGY

SOLUTIONS
Comprehensive Asset management is an integral
part of our business. The complexity of companies today,
and their ever changing list of assets make them almost
impossible to keep track of, without time consuming and
expensive audits. We can offer a complete cost effective
solution to this common problem, that is suitable for for
your business, whatever, and wherever it is.
We have a proven track record having developed
solutions for some of the largest blue chip companies,
installing low cost intelligent asset tracking sensors
using Low Energy Bluetooth, WIFI, GPS, RTLS GSM as
well as real time monitoring of power and temperature,
sending information to remote or mobile assets.

CONNECTED CARE
All clients have full access to their data and use of
our unique Insight Monitoring Centre which sends
an alarm as soon as an asset moves, needs
maintenance or is abused. As an added bonus,
trends in individual asset usuage, asset failure or
additional revenue generating opportunities can be
plotted. Putting you, as a client in total control of
your business.
Whatever your assets, whether retail, Healthcare
or industry we can offer a total management
solution that will suit all your business needs.
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SATS: CONNECTED CARE SOLUTIONS

HOSPITAL CARE- REAL TIME LOCATION SYSTEMS - RTLS

Tracks real time location, status and condition of vehicles,
machinery, electronic gadgets or any valued item as well as
the location and personal safety of people throughout an
organisation. It’s transforming our hospitals today, providing
real time visibility and analytics to improve patient
experience and increase operational efficiency.
With the elimination of manual input, it substantially
reduces asset shrinkage and loss. The information generated
can be transmitted to Wi-Fi enabled devices as well as
traditional radio pagers and mobile phones. It’s a complete
pervasive solution that suits all healthcare and industrial
environments indoors or out. Allows for Integrated multiple
data sources, and utilises existing Wi-Fi networks for low
cost ownership as well as supporting multiple sites and
hundred of thousands of assets.
TRACK – current and historical location of assets,
staff and patients.
ALERT – automatic and immediate.
MANAGE – valuable assets, staff and patients through
a single web based user interface.
INTEGRATE – location and status information into
existing management systems.
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ACUTE CONNECTED CARE SOLUTIONS

ACUTE CARE – RTLS
Real time location system using AeroScout
Hospitals have changed significantly in the last few years,
with pressures to provide the highest standard of care
within tighter and tighter budgets. We can provide the
technology to not only monitor expensive medical
equipment and drugs but also the welfare of patients and
staff throughout all departments, as well as improving
work flow and patient waiting times. We understand the
need to keep costs down and to ensure investment delivers
growth, productivity and compliance.
In an increasingly connected world we understand the risk
associated with personal information and data, we have
the experience and credentials to handle these complex
and sensitive areas of security.
Utilising existing Wi-Fi infrastructure it’s a cost effective
solution and integrates with many healthcare IT software
systems. Here are examples of just some of the benefits
you can expect.

ASSET MANAGEMENT –
equipment tracking, automated inventory management,
order fufilment and preventative maintenance.
TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY MONITORING –
automates and optimises the current manual process
common in most hospitals.
PATIENT FLOW –
real time visibility of patients and staff within all
departments, improves workflow and decreases
waiting times.
INFECTION CONTROL –
automated streamlined hand hygeine monitoring
and reporting.
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ASSISTED CARE AND HOMECARE SOLUTIONS

ASSISTED CARE

HOMECARE

Care homes, rest homes and hospice care are there to
improve the lives of people who can no longer stay in
their own homes. STANLEY have been supplying
solutions assisted care establishments for over 30 years.
Providing a full range of radio based nurse call and
wander management solutions such as:

With an aging population putting more strain on health
services, many countries are developing assisted living
programmes.

Resident Saftey
High-risk residents can wander or try to flee a protected
area, putting themselves in danger.
Resident Assist
Residents need access to reliable emergency call systems,
no matter where they are in the community and staff
should be able to locate them quickly and accurately.
Resident Security
Residents who may be dangerous to themselves or others
have to be carefully tracked to prevent safety risks.

Governments provide funds to local councils to help the
elderly or infirm stay in their own homes. The creation
of intelligent homes which monitor day to day activities,
linked to a responsive alarm centre 24/7/365 have made
this a possibility. Advanced development trials are currently
underway and we are proud to be at the forefront of this
technology. By taking the pressure away from overstretched
health services. Its the power of connectivity helping
deliver well being and peace of mind.
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HOW SATS CAN HELP YOU

MAKE SURE YOUR BUSINESS
IS PART OF THE FUTURE
SATS Asset Management can transform the way
your business works.

Who we work for:
• INDUSTRIAL

With the intersection of the virtual and physical In an
increasingly connected world. It is predicted that by 2020
there will be 30 billion connected assets.

• FINANCE AND BANKING
• RETAIL AND GAS STATIONS

The Internet Of Things will bring new opportunities, new
markets, new growth. Reinventing business as we know it.
Digital is no longer an option it is a new reality that must
be embraced and explored to stay ahead of the game.

• HOTEL AND LEISURE

STANLEY SATS can help you achieve your business
transformation, so you too can grow and suceed in
a digital world.

• EDUCATION

Contact sats@sbdinc.com
We have the perfect Connected Care solution
for your business, with the benefit of proven strategies
to give you a good return on your investment.

• LOCAL GOVERNMENT
• HEALTHCARE

• TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS
• PORTS AND AIRPORTS
• COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
• UTILITIES
• IT/DATA CENTRES

